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Notes:  1) This is not a detailed drink log as I never tracked individual units or drinks. This graph was made after reaching extinction in order to look back and see exactly how my finances were impacted.  The results were so visually telling that I wanted to 

share with everyone.  2) It was created by exporting all my bank statements, line-by-line, analyzing purchases at bars and liquor stores that I frequented, and charting them out in Microsoft Excel. 3) Each red bar (y-axis) represents the percentage of my 

total food and entertainment budget spent on alcohol.  4) Extinction has a different definition for everyone. To me, it was when the internal voice in my head stopped telling me that I needed to drink. It was when I started forgetting alcohol even existed on 

a daily or weekly basis.  I consider it around spring 2016.  5) I was a very hard liquor drinker (vodka-only; up to one liter per day) and my journey to say I reached full extinction took about 18 months (Spring 2015 to Fall 2016), which is almost twice as long 

as many others.  6) I always remained compliant, 100% of the time.  I always carried Naltrexone with me everywhere, always took it one hour before drinking.  No exceptions. That is the key to reaching extinction.    

As of the date this was last updated, April 2018, I consume once or twice a month in social situations, always taking 50mg Naltrexone one hour prior as TSM mandates for the rest of our lives. My current intake is so low it wasn’t 

really worth updating the graph after the late-2016 because it would mostly be white space with a small red bar here and there.  

Please contact me at mike.scanlan@cthreefoundation.org if you have any questions or want to discuss this further. I’ll do my best to answer everyone individually.   

March 20, 2015  

Started 50mg Naltrexone 

INITIAL EFFECT PERIOD 

Consumption Reduced 

“IT’S NOT WORKING REBOUND” 

Your brain is fighting to get back the good feeling from alcohol. It’s literally forcing you to 

drink more and more to get the rush back.  Remaining TSM compliant here is the single most 

important thing you can do! You can keep drinking as usual, but be compliant.  It’s working! 

EXTINCTION! 
The voice in my head and desire to drink alone or outside of a large social function 

was completely gone.  Weeks went by (white gaps) without even thinking about 

alcohol.  At this point, some abstain completely. For me, each red bar corresponds 

to a planned and intentional drinking session with TSM/Naltrexone.  For example, 

one was a wedding at a Mexican all-inclusive resort. One was a 10-day cruise with a 

dozen friends.  One was July 4
th

 weekend BBQ’s.   
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BRAIN STARTS TO GIVE UP! 

TSM is winning and alcohol intake 

starts to fall off a cliff. 
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